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In 1724, after years of learning, Rémy Martin 
became a master of his craft as a winemaker,
and founded the trading company that still bears 
his name today.

For almost three centuries, with the Rémy Martin 
and the Renaud / Hériard Dubreuil families at 
the helm, the House of Rémy Martin has strived 
to continually seek out excellence and bring the 
world the most prestigious cognacs.

Ever true to the unconditional bond that the 
House shares with its Cognac homeland and its 
winemaking origins, each person who has been 
tasked with leading the House, has patiently 
contributed to this collective project, based on 
the pride of a history, culture and heritage that 
is constantly enriched with innovation:

As such, as far back as 1870, Paul-Émile  
Rémy Martin made it the first house to bear an 
emblem, the Centaur − its feet proudly standing 
firm in the ground, the body turned to the stars. 
The emblem goes on representing its timeless 
values even today.

Then in 1927, André Renaud set the House’s 
high quality standards by creating VSOP Fine 
Champagne, a blend of eaux-de-vie with at 
least four years of age and derived only from 
the Grande and Petite Champagne crus. It is in 

those light and chalky soils that the vine roots 
can penetrate easily and the deepest, allowing 
extracting the best from the terroir. Even 
today, these eaux-de-vie are distilled following 
a traditional method, on lees and using small 
pot stills, which brings out the complexity and 
intensity of the aromas.

At the end of the fifties,  André Hériard Dubreuil 
started building a worldwide distribution network 
for the brand.  And in 1966, he implemented an 
innovative contractual supply policy in order 
to secure the loyalty of the partner growers 
in the Grande and Petite Champagne crus. In 
2016, the Alliance Fine Champagne celebrated 
its 50th anniversary.

In 2003, the House of Rémy Martin showed 
originality once more by naming Pierrette Trichet 
as Cellar Master, the first woman to be entrusted 
with such a responsibility in the region’s major 
houses. Then, like her predecessors, she trained 
her successor: Baptiste Loiseau, who has been 
the guardian of this heritage since 2014, is one 
of the youngest Cellar Masters in the region. 

As such, Rémy Martin has lived through centuries, 
respecting its origins and values to transform its 
quality standards into guarantees of excellence, 
in keeping with the Rémy Cointreau group.
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At the 1900 World’s Fair in Paris, he blended 
crus derived exclusively from Grande and Petite 
Champagne to create the Fine Champagne blend, 
now found in all Rémy Martin cognacs.

The dye was cast. Over the years, the brand has 
never stopped winning renown for its creative 
daring in all fields, as much in the character of 
its eaux-de-vie as in their presentation or the 
way they are marketed.

In 1948, Rémy Martin decided to offer only 
VSOP Fine Champagne, turning its back on  
“3-star” production, which was actually easier to 
make, because eaux-de-vies are twice as young.

Then came Club, 1738 Accord Royal, 1898 Coupe 
Fine Champagne and Centaure de Diamant, 
each new creation going further on the path 
to express the truth of the terroir.

The packaging was also a source of creativity 
with the 1972 launch of the satin-finished frosted 
glass VSOP bottle which defies the industry’s 
classic codes.

R É M Y  M A R T I N

Although the history of Rémy Martin dates back to the  
early 18th century, it wasn’t until the eve of the following century,  
in 1898, that Paul-Émile Rémy Martin fully shaped  
the Rémy Martin brand’s personality.

_ALMOST 300 YEARS OF INNOVATIVE TRADITION  

More recently still, in the autumn of 2015, the 
brand launched a Rémy Martin Club connected 
bottle. It offers a highly perfected protection 
and monitoring system, through the addition of 
an NFC tag with a variety of purposes: secure 
authentication, bottle opening detection, tasting 
advice and even access to a loyalty program.

Overall, even though the Rémy Martin brand is 
a symbol of traditional know-how and respect 
for timeless values all around the world, it is still 
in touch with the most recent cultural, artistic 
and technological developments, and therefore 
follows in the footsteps of its founders.



1569. The wars of religion rage and one of the 
battles fought between Catholics and Protestants 
takes place in Jarnac, Charente. Three centuries 
later,  Paul-Émile Rémy Martin I would acquire a 
saddle flask decorated with a fleur-de-lys,  found 
in that very same battle field.

1640. King Louis XIII officially recognizes the 
terroir of Charente and Cognac eaux-de-vie, 
for which he instigates the first commercial 
regulations.

1874. To celebrate the House of Rémy  Martin’s 
one hundred and f i f t ieth anniversar y,  
Paul-Émile Rémy Martin I decides to pay tribute to 
King Louis XIII, the protector of Cognac. He 
gathers together his best and oldest Grande 
Champagne eaux-de-vie. The carafe he creates 
to receive this blend is inspired by the flask 
found on the Jarnac field. LOUIS XIII cognac 
was born, from the Cognac region’s premier 
cru limestone soils.

From London to Versailles, from Shanghai to 
Washington, from Moscow to the Siamese 
Empire,  LOUIS XIII has always made its mark on 

L O U I S  X I I I

From its creation in 1874 for the Paris World’s Fair,  
spanning the royal dynasties of Europe and the augural  
flight of Concorde, Louis XIII has been a privileged  
witness to the 20th century.

_A CENTURY IN A CARAFE

legendary journeys and royal dinners throughout 
the world. Served in the iconic buffet car on the 
Orient Express, on board Concorde, or at the
banquet of Queen Elizabeth in Versailles, this 
exceptional cognac has traveled around the 
world several times since its first shipments at 
the end of the 1870s.

LOUIS XIII has therefore become one of the 
beacons of French luxury and art de vivre.  Both 
a jewel and a work of art, the carafe is made of 
crystal and is decorated with fleur de lys, the 
royal symbol, and requires patient work from 
11 crystal artisans.
Each carafe is the result of a complex blend that 
contains up to 1,200 eaux-de-vie, each one aged 
for at least 40 years. The work of four generations 
of Cellar Masters is required to carry out this 
bold and creative process.

For LOUIS XIII, more than for any other cognac, 
the Cellar Masters are also masters of time. 
Each carafe contains a century of history, the 
incalculable reward from the conquests of time.

Tasting LOUIS XIII is like tasting the aromas 
of time.



Hooves planted on the ground and head in the stars, 
the Centaur has been indissociable from the brand 
since Paul-Émile Rémy Martin chose it as an emblem 
in 1870.  This talent leader marvellously embodies the  
“One Life / Live Them” campaign and the “slash” concept 
of this generation, of which each individual defines himself 
or herself by the variety of his or her activities.
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